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Antoon Braeckman

Niklas Luhmann’s systems
theoretical redescription of
the inclusion/exclusion
debate

Abstract Relying on Niklas Luhmann’s systems theoretical redescription
of modern society, this article aims at questioning the basic theoretical
notions of the ongoing inclusion/exclusion debate. The most remarkable
aspect of Luhmann’s reassessment of the inclusion/exclusion relationship
within functionally differentiated societies is that individuals are basically
situated within the exclusion domain of society, and thus cannot but
partially be included within society’s function systems and organizations.
This reassessment not only allows Luhmann to raise fundamental questions
with respect to the implicit norm of full inclusion which still dominates the
debate on inclusion and exclusion, but it also directs his attention to the
different inclusion/exclusion conditions within function systems, organiz-
ations and interaction systems. Eventually Luhmann’s position comes down
to the idea that exclusion rather than inclusion is the rule, and, moreover,
that inclusions differ from one another. The article closes off with a critical
evaluation of Luhmann’s redescription of the inclusion/exclusion debate. It
is argued that systems theory might suffer from empirical deficiency, as it
seems to have difficulties to detect and to depict the actual mechanisms of
social exclusion without resorting to theories that are more geared to
empirical reality and that are of help in observing it. 
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Introduction

There seems to be a connection between the conceptual vagueness of a
public debate and the commotion it generates. At any rate, this could
be inferred from the widespread current discussion on the inclusion/
exclusion problem and the lack of clarity of its central notions. What
does it mean for individuals or social groups to be included or excluded?
Can one be excluded from society? Is it possible to be included in society
and at the same time not to enjoy full citizenship? And once one has
obtained full citizenship, is it impossible to be excluded again? How is
one included or excluded: as a human being, a producer, a consumer,
an individual or as a citizen? Those and many other questions suggest
that the inclusion/exclusion debate leaves much to be desired with
regard to conceptual clarity. Moreover, this lack of conceptual clarity
might be less innocuous than it looks. For it could indicate that demo-
cratic notions par excellence like freedom, equality and human rights,
which resonate with concepts such as inclusion, citizenship and integra-
tion, likewise suffer from a chronic lack of conceptual clarity whenever
they are used to depict specific social realities.

The aim of this article is threefold. First, it intends to question the
inclusion–exclusion debate’s theoretical concepts and their socio-
political presuppositions, by means of Luhmann’s systems theoretical
redescription of modern society. Secondly, the conceptual gain of the
systems theoretical approach to the issue will be indicated. Particular
attention will be paid to Luhmann’s theorem of the functional differen-
tiation of modern society, which allows a significant specification of the
inclusion and exclusion domain. Furthermore, it provides a detailed
definition of who exactly – in what Luhmann (following Otto Brunner)
calls Old-European semantics – is the ‘subject’ of inclusion or exclusion.
Thirdly, we should determine the price paid for this conceptual gain. 

The point of departure is the supposed equivalence between the
debate’s concepts of inclusion and exclusion and Luhmann’s notions of
Inklusion and Exklusion.1 By means of this distinction, Luhmann aims
at redescribing the problem area of social integration, which transcends
the level of interaction and organization and which immediately refers
to the structure of the encompassing system of modern society
(Luhmann, 1997: 619).2 The inclusion/exclusion distinction thus refers
to social inclusion or exclusion, even when it has non-social, e.g. politi-
cal or economic, causes and/or implications.

Technically speaking, 

. . . inclusion occurs whenever a social system recognizes the particular
relevance of organic and psychic systems in its environment and when it
makes them participate [in the system’s communication]; exclusion occurs
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whenever a social system can afford indifference, relentlessness or repudi-
ation vis-à-vis (socially constituted) persons. (Luhmann, 2000b: 233; see
also: Luhmann, 1995b: 241)3

‘Inclusion’, as Luhmann puts it, following his theory of observation in
Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft (Braeckman, 1997: 58ff.), 

. . . has to be understood as a form whose inner side (inclusion) is selected
as the possibility of social recognition of persons and whose outer side
remains unselected. Hence, there can only be inclusion, when exclusion is
possible. Only the existence of persons or groups that cannot be integrated
reveals social cohesion and makes it possible to specify its conditions.
(Luhmann, 1997: 620)

In order to make sufficiently explicit the historical dimensions of the
systems theoretical redescription of social inclusion and exclusion, I
shall first focus on the ‘evolution theoretical transformations of the
inclusion/exclusion structure’ (I). The resulting understanding of the
structure of functional differentiation of modern society should enable
us, subsequently, to question ‘the implicit standard of full inclusion in
the inclusion/exclusion debate’ (II). Thirdly, I shall discuss the ‘factors
of social exclusion’ indicated by Luhmann: ‘the strong, negative inte-
gration of exclusions and the functioning of organizations and
networks’ (III). I conclude with a critical remark on the ‘empirical deficit
of systems theory’ with respect to ‘its ability to detect and analyse
exclusion mechanisms’ (IV). 

I Evolution theoretical transformations of the
inclusion/exclusion structure

As Luhmann situates the inclusion/exclusion problem on the societal
level, and not on that of interaction or organization, the conditions of
inclusion – i.e. the conditions that determine whether an individual, i.e.
a psychic system, can participate in communication processes, in other
words is recognized as a ‘person’ – will be covariant with the dominant
differentiation structure of society.4 Within segmentary, stratified and
functionally differentiated societies we will find different conditions of
inclusion. In this respect, Luhmann discerns a significant rupture
between the segmentary and stratified forms of differentiation, which
are characteristic for pre-modern societal types, and the functional
differentiation of modern society. In pre-modern forms of differentia-
tion, where distinctions are made between equal clans (segmentary
differentiation) or between unequal estates (stratification), the bound-
aries of the societal subsystems run parallel with the boundaries between
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people. With the transition to the functional differentiation of modern
society this situation changes completely: persons do no longer belong
to only one subsystem (clan or estate), but participate simultaneously
in different subsystems (Luhmann, 1980: 30). This transformation in
the structure of society immediately alters the conditions of inclusion
and exclusion. 

(a) The structure of inclusion and exclusion in segmentary and
stratified societies

In segmentary and stratified societies individuals or persons are assigned
to societal subsystems. The person’s identity depends upon his or her
membership of the subsystem concerned – and thus depends on society’s
very principle of social differentiation (Luhmann, 1980: 30). In segmen-
tary societies the assignment is situated on the level of the actual
communities (households),5 usually supplemented by an assignment to
a larger order (clan or tribe), based on the symbolic description of a
‘common descent’. Inclusion is strictly regulated, e.g. through matri-
monial rules. Exclusion is the result of someone’s moving away towards
another tribe or of being expelled from one’s own community. In these
societies, it is almost impossible to survive without inclusion in one of
the segments of society (Luhmann, 1995b: 242–3).

In stratified societies, inclusion likewise runs parallel with the prin-
ciple of differentiation: one is part of society by membership of a caste,
an estate or a specific section of the population. Inclusion thus runs
parallel with the social strata: one derives one’s social status and thus
one’s ‘individuality’, i.e. one’s meaning as an individual, from the estate
to which one belongs. At the same time, though, the inclusion/exclusion
regulation remains situated on the segmentary level of families
(Luhmann, 1997: 622). One always belongs to a definite estate as a
member of a particular family (household) and not as an individual.
Inclusion within a particular estate thus presupposes always being part
of a family (Luhmann, 1989: 157). Conversely, being excluded from a
family bond involves ipso facto the exclusion from the estate or social
stratum, into which one was born as part of a family. Of course, the
exclusion from one family bond could simply mean that one has become
a member of another family bond (e.g. through marriage). But it could
mean the exclusion from society, if it concerned people who lived
without any family bond whatsoever. In the Middle Ages, according to
Luhmann, the life of monks within monasteries constituted a place of
relief for such single persons. But apart from these, there were lots of
genuine ‘homeless’ like wandering scholars, beggars, runaway young-
sters, deserted soldiers, etc. Their exclusion was made visible by the lack
of mutual solidarity that was current within families and estates: though
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they received alms, monks and beggars did not have to render some-
thing in return. Their debt was redeemed through the otherworld:
through God (Luhmann, 1995b: 244; see also Luhmann, 1997: 623).
Not until the beginnings of modernity does an actual politics of
exclusion come about that is not directed towards individuals, but
against groups of people, and that has its origins no longer in family
bonds, but in larger authorities: in guilds and territorial states. The
guilds exclude people from career opportunities, whereas the territorial
states expel social groups that refuse discipline from their territory. In
the 18th century, this policy is supplemented with measures of social
discipline (based on labour), whose mercilessness, Luhmann remarks,
contrasts strikingly with the Enlightenment ideals of humanity, which
apparently were meant only for the included part of the population
(Luhmann, 1995b: 245).

Yet, that does not alter the fact that both in segmentary and in
stratified societies the boundaries of inclusion and exclusion coincide
with the boundaries between individuals. In this respect both types of
society support the principle of full inclusion (and full exclusion): an
individual or a person either is a full member of the social subsystem
(family or estate) or is completely left out. In any case, the individual
never has any social significance by itself; it always derives its social
meaning from the subsystem to which it belongs – or from the fact that
it lacks such a social embedding. In other words: in segmentary and
stratified societies one is an individual in so far as one is a member of
society and not the other way round (Luhmann, 1989: 159).

(b) The structure of inclusion and exclusion in functionally
differentiated societies

As is well known, Luhmann considers modern society as a primarily
functionally differentiated society. Science, economics, politics, art,
media, law, education, religion constitute function domains that have
crystallized into autonomous subsystems (function systems). The
autonomy of these subsystems does not mean that they are completely
independent of one another (autarky), but that they are mutually inde-
pendent with respect to the development of the function domain of
which they are in charge. 

The restructuring of the societal form of differentiation from strat-
ified to functional differentiation – which according to Luhmann was
realized for almost all function systems during the 18th century –
amounts to a radical change in the existing inclusion/exclusion relation-
ships. Though the inclusion/exclusion conditions continue to be deter-
mined by the societal subsystems – now being function systems – the
boundaries of societal differentiation this time run straight through the
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individual. Whereas the individual previously belonged to only one
multifunctional societal subsystem – the pre-modern household – it is
now supposed to participate in various subsystems. One and the same
individual now participates as voter, consumer, researcher and art lover
in the subsystems of politics, economics, science and art. Conversely, it
equally becomes impossible to assign individuals exclusively to one
subsystem. For no one is merely a scientist, an artist, a citizen or a
believer – and there is still another difference. Function systems princi-
pally do not exclude individuals or groups. Though the access to every
function system is conditioned by preconditions determined by the
function system itself, these conditions never exclude anyone a priori.
Contrary to pre-modern stratification all individuals have access to all
(functional) subsystems. In principle, everyone has the right to receive
education, to do scientific research, to exercise political power or to
enjoy medical care, etc. – a circumstance that, according to Luhmann,
has its semantic counterparts in the modern concepts of ‘freedom’ and
‘equality’ (Luhmann, 1995b: 246). With these notions, society expresses
the general accessibility of the functional subsystems.

The transition from stratified to functional differentiation thus
comes down to a shift of systems differentiation with full inclusion/
exclusion towards systems differentiation with universal, though partial,
inclusion/exclusion. Everyone has access to all function systems, but no
one ever belongs fully to any of them.6

This development has major implications for the position of the
individual vis-à-vis the societal subsystems. Whereas in stratified
societies, the individual is determined completely by its full inclusion in
one of the subsystems, in functionally differentiated societies, it funda-
mentally falls outside all subsystems, for as an individual, it no longer
belongs (fully) to any of them. For functionally differentiated societies,
therefore, it is characteristic that ‘the individual is no longer definable
by inclusion, but exclusively by exclusion’ (Luhmann, 1989: 158). In
modernity, the individual thus falls outside society: its starting position
is one of exclusion and not of inclusion (Luhmann, 1989: 159). 

The consequences of this reversal are countless. To start with,
inclusion becomes a problem. The individual as such no longer belongs
to society and is going to question its relationship to it. – In Luhmann’s
view, this is the origin of the tragic nature of the relationship between
modern individuality and society; although, as Luhmann argues, it has
often been overlooked that in pre-modern society the individual as such
was no part of society either. The longing for it thus is a typically
modern phenomenon. For in pre-modern society, the problem did not
occur anyway: at that time, one was an individual as a member of
society, and not the other way round (Luhmann, 1989: 158–9). 
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In modern semantics, i.e. in the established meanings with which
modern society describes itself, this fundamental exclusion of the indi-
vidual from society is expressed recognizably by the assessment of the
individual as basically unknown (i.e. as spontaneous, discontinuous, as
a black box, etc.) (Luhmann, 1989: 158–9).7 This lack of (societal)
identity also holds true for the individual itself. Modern society no
longer offers the individual a definite social status that determines who
or what the individual really is with regard to its origin or quality
(Luhmann, 1997: 625). Socially speaking, the modern individual is only
what it is by virtue of its (partial) inclusion in the various function
systems (Luhmann, 1997: 625). Put in a more descriptive way: 

Everything that in a systems theoretical perspective appears as divided
becomes an integral part of the individual biography; family and labour,
education and work, government and traffic department, consumption,
medicine, education, etc. The boundaries of the subsystems hold for those
subsystems, but not for the people who, as individuals, are independent of
institutions. (Beck, 1986: 218)

The boundaries of the subsystems run straight through the individual,
according to Beck. The ‘in-dividual’, therefore, is primarily defined as
divisible – as dividuum; as a result of which the individual ends up with
the problem of its own identity (Luhmann, 1989: 223; see also Nassehi,
1999: 100–1). As society itself is responsible for the indeterminacy of
the individual, there is no societal solution for it. The only remaining
possibility, therefore, is to leave the question of identity to the individ-
ual itself (Luhmann, 1989: 226, 229–30). Returning to Beck’s phrasing,
this means that the distinctive functional subsystems must be bundled
again on the level of individual existence. As a result, the individual’s
identity automatically becomes the work of the individual itself. Of
course, society offers numerous ‘characteristics’ by which the individ-
ual can define itself; society even offers semantic support in order to
fashion its self-description and it offers structured domains of reality.
But society can no longer determine the individual’s identity from the
outside. The individual is increasingly thrown back on itself and is ever
more forced to rely on its own resources in order to answer the question
of its own identity (Kneer and Nassehi, 1993: 160–1; see also Nassehi,
2002: 128).8 This is convincingly documented by the growing import-
ance of ‘careers’ in modern society. Careers are the inevitable outcome
of the diminishing significance of birth, family and estate in the individ-
ual’s expectations of ‘normal life’ (Luhmann, 1989: 232). As families
lose their discriminating capacity concerning (social) inclusion/exclusion,
they evolve towards what today is called the nuclear family. As such
they no longer determine the life of their members, but have to accept
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the individual life choices and even grant them understanding and
support (Luhmann, 1995a: 142). From this perspective, the notion of
career – in the broad sense of the word – is a formula for societal
inclusion. As a structure, which fits in perfectly with functional differ-
entiation, it gives room to the growing significance of individual
decisions, offers a framework for their potential self-definitions and at
the same time, leaves open how these will be implemented or tolerated
psychically (Luhmann, 2000b: 302; see also Luhmann, 1995a: 149).
What rights one has and what level of education, how one participates
in politics or which knowledge one accepts as proven, thus becomes a
matter of the individual’s career within the various function systems,
and hence a matter of the ‘selection history’ in which individuals and
social systems cooperate. In this respect, the inclusion mechanisms of
the function systems are hardly coupled with one another, as a result of
which the prediction of individual trajectories is virtually impossible
(Luhmann, 2000c: 391).

Basically, from a systems theoretical point of view, the shift from
the segmentary and/or stratified differentiation to a functionally differ-
entiated society involves the individual’s standard situation to be no
longer one of (full) inclusion, but of (partial) exclusion. For our
purposes this has two major consequences. In the first place, the most
pressing problem no longer concerns the causes of exclusion – as
exclusion is the starting position, anyhow – but the possibilities and
limitations of inclusion. Secondly, it becomes clear that the issue of
societal integration does not coincide with the problem of societal
inclusion, and that, conversely, societal disintegration must not directly
be linked with phenomena of exclusion (see below). 

II The implied standard of full inclusion in the
inclusion/exclusion debate

As stated above, in modern functionally differentiated societies there is
no single rule of inclusion that would be the same for the whole of
society. Modern society leaves this issue to its function systems. For its
structure of inclusion, modern society has developed semantic corre-
lates: since the 18th century, the unpredictability of inclusions and their
consequences have been understood by referring to notions such as
freedom and equality as both civil and human rights (Luhmann, 1995b:
246). These notions of freedom and equality both symbolize the
universal inclusion, characteristic of function systems, and compensate
for the lost structure of full inclusion in pre-modern society. 

In the 18th century – and up to the present day (Habermas!)9 – this
symbolization of a ‘universal inclusion’ by notions such as freedom,
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equality and human rights, made intellectuals dream of an inclusive
society, i.e. of a universal inclusion without exclusion; or even: of a
universal, full inclusion.10 However, Luhmann observes a ‘totalitarian
logic’ in this, what he calls, ‘ideological use’ of the concepts of freedom,
equality and human rights (Luhmann, 1997: 628): a logic that reads the
inclusion/exclusion distinction as an antagonism and therefore aims at
including ‘man’ in ‘society’ by eliminating all forms of exclusion. But as
one is incapable of avoiding differences in life conditions, this totali-
tarian logic, according to Luhmann, is readily converted into a logic of
time. One starts placing one’s hopes in dialectical developments,
whether or not with revolutionary support; one aims at an increased
economic growth, supposing that a quantitative surplus allows a better
redistribution; or one enhances the efforts in matters of ‘development
aid’ or ‘social security’ in order to allow a recovery operation for the
backward, etc. In this totalitarian inclusion logic, Luhmann concludes,
all exclusions are systematically understood as residual problems, and
are interpreted in such a way that they become incapable of questioning
the totalitarian logic itself (Luhmann, 1997: 625–6; see also Luhmann,
1995a: 146–7). 

As a characteristic illustration of the ‘totalitarian logic’ aiming at
societal inclusion without exclusion, Luhmann refers to the altered
approach within society to social pathologies and – provocatively – to the
tradition of social criticism. Luhmann, for that matter, reads Foucault’s
analyses of the new approach to delinquents and the insane at the end
of the 18th century as actual exclusions being presented as inclusions
(Luhmann, 1995b: 242). The asylum, the houses of correction, the new
penitentiary regime function in exactly that way: those who do not ‘fit’
into society are expelled from it, i.e. they are located in an exclusion
domain, though under the pretext of their rehabilitation, i.e. in the form
of an inclusion (cf. Luhmann, 1997: 629). This very dream of a society
in which everybody is included and no one is excluded is, according to
Luhmann, also at the bottom of so-called social criticism. For these well-
meaning intellectuals observe that notwithstanding the watchwords of
freedom, equality and human rights there are still forms of exclusion
left over. And as exclusion is absolutely forbidden – Luhmann goes on
polemically – society is criticized (Luhmann, 1995b: 248). ‘One then talks
about exploitation, or social oppression or “marginality”, or the sharp-
ening of the opposition between centre and periphery’ (Luhmann, 1995a:
147) – which does not mean that Luhmann would deny exclusions, let
alone their sometimes distressing character. On the contrary: 

Anyone who visits the favelas of the Latin-American metropoles, and
returns from it alive, can confirm it. Just as we can be convinced of it by
visiting the residential areas that were abandoned after the closing of the
coal-mines in Wales. (Luhmann, 1995a: 147) 
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The problem with classical social criticism, Luhmann states, is that it is
dominated by 

. . . a longing for universal and full inclusion [Allinklusion] and therefore
is looking for addresses for its critique: capitalism, the reigning alliance of
financial-industrial capital with military power or with local families. But
if one looks closely enough, one can hardly find anything that could be
exploited or oppressed. Both in the eyes of those concerned, as well as in
the eyes of outsiders, the only thing to be found is an existence that is
reduced to its bare corporality and that just intends to reach the next day.
(Luhmann, 1995a: 147) 

To summarize Luhmann’s argument, the postulate of universal and
full inclusion, i.e. inclusion without exclusion, makes the actual forms
of exclusion either understood as residual problems or attributed, in a
socio-critical vein, to identifiable powers of oppression in society. Yet,
such an approach to the exclusion problem is in danger of missing the
heart of the matter. For, in the first place, ‘looking for addresses for criti-
cism and support for change in the direction of universal and full
inclusion [Allinklusion], proves that one is still thinking in terms of
primarily stratified societies’ (Luhmann, 1995a: 147–8); but above all,
because of its untimeliness, such an approach must be blind to the
exclusion mechanisms typical of functionally differentiated societies. 

With the functional differentiation of society, the regulation of the inclusion/
exclusion relationship is transferred to the function systems themselves, and
there is no longer a central agency that supervises the subsystems in this
respect (however much politics would like to see itself in this role).
(Luhmann, 1997: 630) 

As will be shown below, social exclusion, in this context, should be
understood as the result of ‘piled’ exclusions: forms of exclusion, which
occur at the margins of some function systems, with negative repercus-
sions for the possibilities of inclusion in other systems, as a result of
which, as time goes by, smaller or larger parts of the population are
excluded from major domains of society (Luhmann, 1997: 630) – in
brief, the problem with classical social criticism, according to Luhmann,
is that it must remain sterile as it ill-defines the problem and, moreover,
directs itself to an addressee – some identifiable class or politics that
should be responsible for exclusion – yet who in reality does not exist
(Luhmann, 1997: 631).

Symptomatic of the disappearance of ‘full inclusion’ in functionally
differentiated societies and of the importance that has nevertheless been
attached to it ever since, is the development of various substitutes.
Luhmann, in this respect, refers to the theoretical substitute of social
integration on the basis of shared values, as is the case in the work of
Durkheim and Parsons (Luhmann, 1995b: 259), and to Habermas’
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concepts of public sphere (Öffentlichkeit) and life-world (Lebenswelt),
which to a considerable extent fulfil the same integrative function and
should facilitate full inclusion (Luhmann, 1995b: 247; see also Nassehi,
1999: 217; Kondylis, 1999: 48).11

In this respect, Arnim Nassehi refers to the significance of concepts
like ‘nation’, ‘people’ and ‘culture’ as political substitutes of full
inclusion.12 His conjecture is that the semantic career of the concept of
nation is directly linked with the origins of functional differentiation.
Now, full inclusion through function systems is no longer possible, with
the result that one falls back on value-postulates like ‘belonging to a
nation with its characteristics’. Nassehi, for that matter, considers
‘inclusion within a nation’ as a missing link – within Luhmann’s work
– in the transition from stratified to functionally differentiated
societies.13 He thereby leaves aside whether notions such as ‘nation’ or
‘ethnicity’, being part of the accompanying semantics of the transition
from stratified to functionally differentiated societies, are elements in a
rearguard action, or symptoms of a persistent need for a semantics of
‘full inclusion’ within functionally differentiated societies – which, for
example, could also be met by notions like ‘culture’, etc. (Nassehi, 1999:
217). He has to admit, though, that, during the second half of the 20th
century and in comparison with earlier times, ethnic and national
semantics have lost a great deal of their encompassing societal integra-
tion capacity [gesamtgesellschaftliche Inklusionskraft]. According to
Nassehi, phenomena that Beck has denominated as ‘individualization’,
in this respect indicate the transition from a more or less stable group
identity to a self-referential individual identity which, for its consti-
tution, is increasingly dependent on its own resources. With this
position, Nassehi is in line with Luhmann’s assessment of the link
between the inclusion-regulation within functionally differentiated
societies and the origin of individualized life trajectories, and adjoining
identity constitutions. 

III Factors of social exclusion: the negative integration of
exclusions and the role of organizations and networks

Thus far, we have argued with Luhmann that the transition towards a
functionally differentiated society brings along universal (partial)
inclusion, but at the price of the impossibility of full inclusion. In
modern society, individuals fall outside society. The expectation of full
inclusion is in his view an atavistic illusion. The exclusion domain
within modern society, thus, is substantial, for it encompasses all indi-
viduals and is as universal as the inclusion domain. Yet, this does not
clarify the causes and mechanisms of social exclusion. In the next
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section, therefore, we leave the domain of the fundamental discussion
– ‘Is there any inclusion without exclusion?’ – and focus on the factors
that lie at the bottom of (problematic forms of) social exclusion. 

Luhmann distinguishes three levels at which different factors are
responsible for social exclusion: function systems, organizations and
interactions. With regard to function systems, the most important cause
of social exclusion consists in the asymmetry, in modern society,
between the weak positive integration of inclusions and the strong
negative integration of exclusions (Luhmann, 1997: 631; see also
Luhmann, 1993: 584). In functionally differentiated societies inclusion
within any one function system is hardly determining of inclusion within
another. This is consistent with the symbolic values of universal
inclusion in function systems: freedom and equality. As both values
indicate, inclusion in one function system should not prevent inclusion
within another function system. Modern society thus exhibits a very
weak or loose positive integration: the inclusion of an individual in
function system x or y does not say the slightest about its possible
inclusion in other function systems. Being a politician, a scientist and/or
a lawyer does not prevent that, at the same time, I might be a journalist,
a writer and/or a believer. In the exclusion domain, however, the exact
opposite occurs. Here, it is a general rule that exclusion from one
function system is indeed determining for exclusion from other function
systems. Even exclusion from one function system may determine an
individual’s opportunities within other function systems. For exclusions
often have a domino effect: someone who has not been educated, will
run the risk of unemployment, insufficient income, bad housing,
unstable relationships, unsteady domiciles, incomplete documentation
and eventually no longer having the opportunity to appeal to social
services, legal aid, the police, the court of justice, etc. (cf. Luhmann,
1997: 630–1; Luhmann, 1995a: 148).14 In this respect, modern society
exhibits a very strong negative integration: the exclusion of an individ-
ual from function system x or y generally reveals a lot about its possible
exclusion from other function systems. 

Of course, society can take political measures in order to prevent
(the domino effect of) exclusions from function systems, or at least, to
minimize them. In this case, Luhmann talks about a social state
(Luhmann, 2000a: 427), pointing out, however, that the power of the
political subsystem is particularly limited in these matters. Since the
political subsystem is as much a function system as any other, it is
incapable of directing the operations of other function systems. At the
most, the political system, by all sorts of measures, could ‘irritate’ the
other systems, and in this vein make a difference for the operations
within these systems. The government, for example, could facilitate the
access to the educational system by deciding that primary education be
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both obligatory and free of charge. Exclusion from other systems, such
as the economic or political function system, thus should not prevent
inclusion within the educational system. 

In other words: modern society is indeed strongly integrated, but
only in its exclusion domain, i.e. as negative integration. And, Luhmann
adds sarcastically, this is the case without consensus (Luhmann, 1995a:
148–9). ‘The classical (a. o. Durkheim’s) theory of societal integration
thus has to be turned upside down’ (Luhmann, 2000b: 304). Strong
integration is always negative integration. The inclusion domain, on the
contrary, exhibits only a loose connection. This can be concluded,
among other things, from the fact that in this domain mistakes are not
heavily penalized – a wrong educational or professional choice is
punished less than is being unskilled or unemployed – and again from
the fact that integration of the individual in society is effected by some-
thing as contingent as a career, which exhibits a wide tolerance with
regard to the divergence of individuals and their individualized biogra-
phies (Luhmann, 1995a: 148–9; Luhmann, 2000b: 304). Only religion
as a modern function system seems to duck out of this logic of integra-
tion: exclusion from the religious function system – in contradistinction
to its pre-modern situation – as a rule has no consequences for other
exclusions, whereas exclusion from (if need be: all) other function
systems has just as little consequence for the inclusion within religion
(Luhmann, 2000b: 304–5).

Organizations constitute the second level where factors of social
exclusion may be situated. By ‘organization’ Luhmann understands a
social system that, contrary to interactions and function systems, is
formed on the basis of membership. Persons cannot become members
of an organization but by meeting particular conditions (e.g. having
certain competences, convictions or practising a definite profession,
etc.). In this sense, only a limited number of people can have member-
ship of an organization. Examples of organizations are business
companies, universities, hospitals, trade unions, the army, political
parties, etc. The basic operations of organizations as social systems are
communications in the form of decisions. Organizations, therefore, are
autopoietic systems that, relying on decisions, are directed towards
taking decisions, and structure themselves in function thereof. Usually,
they realize the latter by determining the conditions of membership, by
developing decision-making programs and by establishing (as a rule)
hierarchical structures of decision-making (see Baraldi et al., 1997:
129ff.; Kneer and Nassehi, 1993: 42). Contrary to what the notion
‘membership’ might suggest, individuals are never members as indi-
viduals, but only on the basis of some characteristics they have or have
acquired. Organizations, in this respect, differ from medieval corpor-
ations such as cloisters or universities (Luhmann, 1997: 829), which
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were modelled after pre-modern households, in which membership
implied full inclusion (Luhmann, 1997: 836). Furthermore, organiz-
ations are the only social systems that are able to communicate with
(other) social systems in their environment (Luhmann, 1997: 834,
842–3). Interaction systems cannot do this because any communication
with a (psychic or social) system in the environment immediately
includes these systems within the interaction system in question. Nor
are function systems capable of doing so, as they do not constitute an
organizational unity, and as such are unable to communicate with other
function systems or organizations. The only way in which function
systems can communicate with one another is by way of their respective
organizations: universities can communicate with business companies,
but the scientific function system cannot do so with the economic one.
The impossibility of organizing function systems themselves is a strong
indication of the importance of organizations within function systems
(Luhmann, 1997: 843; Luhmann, 2000b: 231). This significance mani-
fests itself with respect to the inclusion/exclusion issue.

From the perspective of the inclusion/exclusion distinction, organiz-
ations are the perfect counterpart of function systems. Whereas each
function system operates with the principle of universal inclusion – by
which it allows the individual and its career to take advantage of it –
each organization operates with the principle of universal exclusion
(Luhmann, 2000c: 392), in the sense that the organization, and it alone,
determines the conditions of inclusion the individual has to satisfy in
order to obtain membership of the organization. Therefore, organiz-
ations, according to Luhmann, are the way in which function systems
exclude, in spite of their principle of universal inclusion. Put differently:
within function systems, the organizations are responsible for the
exclusion that is absent on the level of the function systems themselves
(Luhmann, 2000b: 234; Luhmann, 2000a: 232). This means – and
herein consists the major significance of organizations – that in reality
it is organizations which make decisions about inclusion and exclusion,
and not the function systems themselves;15 organizations thus being the
structural factors of exclusion. By means of its organizations, society,
and with it its function systems, avails itself of an instrument for
discriminations, i.e. for generating inequality. In this way, function
systems can make distinctions between individuals, although they in
turn have equal access to these function systems (Luhmann, 1997: 844).
For the principle of equality with which society operates at the level of
the function systems, is not a program that determines the conditions
under which individuals can obtain membership of an organization.
Everyone is a citizen, but not everybody is a Member of Parliament or
a civil servant; everyone has access to education, but with which result
is something decided by educational institutes on the basis of their own
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criteria. ‘By means of its organizations, society eventually undermines
the principles of freedom and equality on which it is based’ (Luhmann,
2000c: 393–4). Indeed, the more function systems are open to inclusions
in the name of freedom and equality, the more there is an internal need
within the system for exclusions.16 This is realized by establishing
organizations that on the basis of specific requirements justify society’s
inclusion/exclusion criteria (Luhmann, 2000b: 235). In this sense,
according to Luhmann, societal inclusion of individuals within function
domains is increasingly mediated by organizations and thus gradually
more liable to the structural selectivity of this type of system, namely
that membership – and thus inclusion – is dependent upon specific
conditions (Luhmann, 1989: 253). Therefore, if today there is a renewed
interest in ‘civil society’ or ‘citizenship’, this has not so much to do with
the continuation of some Aristotelian tradition or with a political
commitment against economic interests; this tendency is on a broad
scale directed against the thing called ‘organization’. These notions,
according to Luhmann, point to a demand for participation in the public
sphere [Öffentlichkeit] without the prerequisite of being a member in
some organization or other. The origin of this request being not so much
the bureaucratic power of those organizations, but the fact that the
modus operandi of organizations considerably limits the opportunities
present within function systems (Luhmann, 1997: 844–5). To put it
more clearly: the more function systems observe the principles of
freedom and equality – and, thus, are more open to all individuals – the
more they rely for their actual functioning on organizations, which, in
reality, limit these very principles of freedom and equality substantially,
and, in the long run, tend to erode them. For what is the use of offering
everyone free and equal access to the political system, if this very accessi-
bility in reality is monopolized – and thus controlled – by big political,
social and economic organizations (e.g. political parties, workers and
employers’ organizations, etc.)? 

Interactions constitute the third level at which social inclusion/
exclusion mechanisms occur. Luhmann indicates that interaction
networks permanently thwart the regular inclusion/exclusion regula-
tions of function systems and organizations. These are networks of indi-
viduals who know one another, but are never formally organized: they
stick to the level of interaction. For that reason, networks are able to
thwart the differentiations between function systems (economics and
politics, for example) and their organizations (trade union and political
party, for example) in a way that must remain invisible to the function
systems and their organizations involved. For the specific codes and/or
programs of function systems and their organizations do not bind the
interactional communications between members of the network.
Moreover, and contrary to the inclusion/exclusion regulations within
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function systems and organizations, the interactional structure of
networks implies that they do operate with the principle of ‘full
inclusion’: as an individual, one either participates fully in the network
or not at all. In addition, the requirements for membership are as basic
as they are fundamental: it is a matter of ‘knowing one another’ and,
on these grounds, being prepared to ‘do something for one another’.
This makes networks almost elusive. Their organizational weakness is
precisely their strength. They cannot be reformed, organized or central-
ized. Their strength lies in the particular way of including and exclud-
ing: whoever wants to achieve something, must join in (Luhmann,
1995b: 255). In this way, networks are particularly fit for bypassing the
conditions and procedures for inclusion and exclusion within function
systems and organizations. Indeed, as the network becomes more
powerful by occupying key positions within function systems and/or
organizations, it operates as a meta-inclusion/exclusion mechanism that
includes or excludes a priori large groups of individuals in or from
function systems or organizations, irrespective of the prevailing inclusion/
exclusion requirements. For the net of reciprocal services generates its
own exclusion mechanism, capable of making somebody a ‘nobody’,
who, in spite of his or her formal rights, will not gain access to certain
function systems (Luhmann, 1995b: 251–2). At that moment, the
network is functioning as a parasite, using the opportunities for acting
and deciding within function systems and their organizations exclusively
for itself, i.e. for its own members and for the development and rein-
forcement of the network. In this way, Luhmann suggests, networks are
also responsible for what is generally called corruption (Luhmann,
1995b: 250–1). 

IV The empirical deficit of systems theory: the detection
and analysis of exclusion mechanisms

With the foregoing, Luhmann’s systems theoretical redescription of the
inclusion/exclusion debate is mapped. The most striking element, of
course, is Luhmann’s reassessment of the inclusion/exclusion relation in
functionally differentiated societies, in which the individual is placed
within the exclusion domain of society, as a result of which he or she
can only be partially included in the societal function systems and their
organizations. This reassessment not only allows Luhmann to question
the implicit norm of full inclusion, which dominates the debate on
inclusion and exclusion, but at the same time, enhances the attention
paid to the divergent inclusion/exclusion regulations within the various
types of social systems, i.e. function systems, organizations and inter-
actional systems – eventually Luhmann’s position comes down to the
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idea that exclusion and not inclusion is the general rule, and that, in
addition, not all inclusions are the same. 

But these are not Luhmann’s final words about inclusion and
exclusion. For it is striking how much the inclusion/exclusion issue in
his recent work gradually gains in significance. This can be derived from
two far-reaching, and therefore somewhat problematic, hypotheses that
Luhmann puts forward in this respect. In Das Recht der Gesellschaft
(1993), for example, he speculates on the possibility that the inclusion/
exclusion distinction in the long run might function as a new meta-code,
by which the classical codes of function systems might be mediatized
(Luhmann, 1993: 583). This means that there would first be a decision
regarding the inclusion or exclusion of individuals, and that this decision
would be determining for subsequent inclusions in or exclusions from
function systems and/or their organizations. To put it clearly: whether
someone is confronted at all by the distinction between justice and injus-
tice and whether, in addition, this happens according to the appropri-
ate rules of the legal system, would depend in the first place on a
previous filtering by the inclusion/exclusion distinction. And this would
not only imply that any excluded ipso facto would be excluded from
justice, but also that other agencies, like politics, bureaucracy and the
police, not to mention the army, could decide on their own discretion
whether they will stick to justice with regard to them or not (Luhmann,
1997: 632). Apparently, Luhmann’s hypothesis has its origin in a reflec-
tion on the growing phenomenon that individuals – e.g. refugees during
the procedure to obtain political asylum – primarily are subjected to a
decision with regard to inclusion/exclusion, which not only determines
all subsequent inclusion/exclusion decisions, but in the case of exclusion,
almost outlaws the individuals concerned.17

With this conclusion, he connects a second hypothesis. Luhmann
presumes that in the many, even worldwide, initiatives to rectify all
kinds of social exclusions, we see the origins of a new function system
within modern society that would have its purpose in taking care of the
problems that are caused by social exclusion (Luhmann, 1997: 633–4).
Luhmann derives the plausibility of such a hypothesis from the consider-
ation that the mutual reinforcement of exclusions (namely, their negative
integration) cannot be attributed to only one function system. This
implies that ‘interventions’ in only one function system can never offer
a solution. Therefore, only a function system that actively meddled with
the consequences of negative integration would be an adequate answer
to it – Luhmann remains careful, though: he wonders whether the
present initiatives that motivate such a hypothesis actually point to a
new function system, or should be simply considered as scattered,
isolated efforts on the level of particular organizations and/or inter-
action systems.
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But neither hypothesis can be easily accepted. Besides the rather
speculative character of the latter, there is a lack of clarity in the former
concerning the actual system reference of the preliminary inclusion/
exclusion distinction. Which social system would determine in advance
access to the function systems by an inclusion/exclusion distinction?
Society? But if so, which society is meant? Society as the encompassing
social system, including all communications? This seems impossible.18

A particular society, then, for example, the state? But the state belongs
to the political function system. In that case, the latter would be respon-
sible for the preliminary inclusion/exclusion decision referred to. But
then, the diagnosis of the development of a meta-code with respect to
inclusion/exclusion comes down to the above indicated fact that
inclusions/exclusions within one function system can affect inclusions/
exclusions in other, and, eventually, in all, function systems.19 Appar-
ently, it is not so easy to locate such a meta-code within the design of
Luhmann’s theory of society.20

And there is still another problem. In spite of the growing import-
ance of the inclusion/exclusion issue in Luhmann’s later work, in spite
of, again, the clear-cut localization of the exclusion problem in the
strong negative integration of exclusion within function systems,
organizations and networks, it is striking how little attention Luhmann
pays to the uncovering of actual exclusion mechanisms and their conse-
quences for individuals and their individual living conditions in modern
society. In this respect, Armin Nassehi talks about how it is ‘a serious
neglect of systems theory not to have systematically incorporated the
issue of social inequality and the connected destabilization of life
conditions’ (Nassehi, 1999: 127–8).21 According to Nassehi, this is due
to the fact that social inequality is a distinction that hardly affects the
basic differentiation principle in the theory of functionally differentiated
societies. Material and cultural inequalities and iniquities are not system
differentiations in the societal system; basically, they stand right across
the functional lines of differentiation. In this way, social inequalities
almost function like parasites of functional differentiation. That is why,
according to Nassehi, such a theory is able to tolerate extreme forms of
inequality – at least theoretically. This is all the more so, because these
inequalities do not disturb the operations within function systems
(Nassehi, 1999: 128–9, 199). Therefore, Nassehi pleads, besides paying
attention to the general inclusion/exclusion structure in the various
subsystems of society, to take also into account both the actual modal-
ities of these inclusions/exclusions, and their effects on the living
conditions of individuals or groups. The reason, according to Nassehi,
for the said blindness of systems theory towards the issue of social
inequality is that the inclusion/exclusion distinction is exclusively
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treated from the point of view of ‘society’ as a system reference. Nassehi
is quite convinced that a change in system reference, namely, to the level
of ‘organizations’, could abolish an important amount of the stated
empirical blindness (Nassehi, 1999: 138, 142). 

Therefore, Nassehi resolves, unlike Luhmann, to shift the heart of
the inclusion/exclusion discussion to the level of organizations. By so
doing, he discovers origins and kinds of inequalities that from the
perspective of function systems are completely irrelevant and thus not
taken into consideration, whereas, at the same time, they are of para-
mount importance for the individuals involved. For one can be perfectly
included within a function system, but at the same time excluded from
a major organization of that function system, as a result of which one’s
inclusion within the function system is impaired (Nassehi, 1999: 142).
A brand-new doctor of some discipline is perfectly included within the
scientific subsystem, but if he or she cannot find a job at a university or
a similar scientific institution, he or she is not only excluded from the
said organization, but his or her very inclusion within the scientific
subsystem no longer amounts to much more than a formality. To be or
not to be a member of an organization involves inequality. And one
inequality generally reinforces another. To stick to the above example:
whoever, as a young doctor, does not participate in any scientific insti-
tution, is deprived as a result of easy access to scientific publications,
connections, etc. Moreover, besides their formal communication
circuits, organizations always have informal communication scenes too.
The informal circuit usually produces even more inequality, as it may
allow things to happen that formally would not be attainable. Young
doctors who do have a job at a university can take advantage of the
informal communication circuits concerning appointments and tenures,
as a result of which they are usually able to start up their careers more
quickly than their colleagues outside university. In this way, Nassehi
indicates how the theory of functional differentiation is open for signifi-
cant improvements with respect to the inclusion/exclusion issue, by
changing its system reference.22

But even at this point, there remains a problem. It is striking in
Nassehi’s contribution to the debate – and this holds true for Luhmann’s
position too – that whenever he discusses specific cases, i.e. whenever
he goes into detail concerning exclusion mechanisms on the level of
organizations, the analytical value of the systems theoretical conceptual
apparatus gradually seems to diminish and eventually even disappears.
The systems theoretical conceptual apparatus on the empirical level
apparently does not have the same surplus value with respect to analyti-
cal clarity and acuteness, as it has on the theoretical level. In these
(empirical) cases, moreover, it turns out that both Nassehi and Luhmann
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make use of results of other (than systems theoretical) socio-theoretical
models and analyses to uncover particular social pathologies, and
especially exclusion mechanisms. 

This may point to a congenital myopia of systems theory for particu-
lar social problems. Such a myopia could be due to the chiefly theoreti-
cal ambitions of systems theory, but on the empirical level it apparently
has the inconvenient consequence that systems theory is unable to detect
and/or to analyse independently particular social problems without
resorting to theories that are more geared to empirical reality and that
are of help in observing it. 

K.U. Leuven Hoger Instituut voor Wijsbegeerte, K. Mercierplein 2,
3000 Leuven, Belgium. [email: toon.braeckman@kuleuven-kortrijk.be]

Notes

1 This is less evident than it may sound, as the inclusion/exclusion distinc-
tion, even within systems theory, as Göbel and Schmidt (1998) have pointed
out, has been used in a variety of ways and different meanings have been
attributed to it. In the scope of this article, I do not intend to go into this
discussion. My aim is to focus on the various aspects of Luhmann’s own
conception.

2 At first sight, this formula may cause astonishment, as if Luhmann would
not recognize any inclusion or exclusion on the level of interaction or
organization. This is definitely not the case. In Luhmann, the notions of
inclusion and exclusion are used exclusively within the systems reference
of ‘society’. To be clear: according to Luhmann, inclusion or exclusion are
not problematic on the level of interaction or organization because at this
level, they are rather evident and not exceptional at all. Inclusion and
exclusion become problematic only whenever individuals or groups are
excluded from society. Of course, this societal exclusion can be produced
by interactional or organizational exclusion, but it turns out to be a
problem only on the level of society or its subsystems.

3 The concepts of inclusion and exclusion thus indicate a relationship of
structural coupling between psychic and social systems (Luhmann, 1995b:
241). Concerning inclusion, Luhmann remarks elsewhere: ‘Inclusion occurs
. . . whenever an autopoietic system that operates on a conscious base puts
its own complexity at the disposal of the construction of social systems. By
doing so, the psychic system does not become a part (not even partially)
of the social system. But it makes it possible that the communication is
understood (i.e. is related to the intended meaning) and that the action is
attributed . . . As part of the environment of social systems, psychic systems
are involved in their constitution. They are a precondition for the
emergence of social systems, but this precisely presupposes that their own
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consciousness based on autopoiesis constitutes a separate system. There-
fore, no social system can be established without inclusion . . .’ (Luhmann,
1989: 162). All translations are mine. 

4 Within the scope of this article we cannot go into the principles and basic
assumptions of Luhmann’s theory of social systems and society. For this
more general information we refer to Luhmann (1984) and Luhmann
(1997). In general it should be indicated that for Luhmann communications
(and not actions) are the basic elements of social systems, and thus of
society as a social system. The inclusion/exclusion problem, therefore, is
completely tied up with the possibility of participating in communication:
with (not) being recognized as a person, i.e. as a communication addressee
within a social system. 

5 Referred to, of course, is not the bourgeois nuclear family, but the broader
family bond as a living community, to which belonged the slaves, serfs or
other servants and workers (Luhmann, 1995b: 244).

6 This is why Luhmann strictly distinguishes between inclusion and integra-
tion. Inclusion in modern society should be thought of as ‘multi-inclusion’,
i.e. as the simultaneous and immediate participation of people in different
function systems (see Nassehi and Nollmann, 1997: 394, 396).

7 To which Luhmann adds: ‘Precisely this exclusion of the individual from
society as a social system allows the individual’s re-entrance as value in
ideology. Only now it can be asked of societal communication that it should
focus on the distinction between individual and society; though, conversely,
no single individual can identify with it’ (Luhmann, 1989: 158–9). 

8 In a critical account of Luhmann’s theorem of ‘exclusion individuality’,
however, Nassehi emphasizes as well the significance of inclusions for the
constitution of individuality (Nassehi, 2002: 129–33).

9 Luhmann names Habermas explicitly in this respect, in his essay ‘Jenseits
von Barbarei’ (Luhmann, 1995a: 138ff.; see also Luhmann, 1995b: 247).

10 Luhmann uses both the notion ‘Allinklusion’ (Luhmann, 1995a: 147) and
‘Vollinklusion’ (Luhmann, 1995a: 148; Luhmann, 1997: 630) to express
the typical ‘inclusion desiderate’ (Inklusionsdesiderat) of the Enlighten-
ment: an inclusion that at the same time would be universal (for everyone)
and full (complete). Hence, my translation as ‘universal, full inclusion’. 

11 The actual debate in political philosophy on deliberative democracy and
civil society should be viewed in that perspective. The participants intend
to offer theoretical answers to the problem of the unity of society, and
especially, of the widening gap between politics and society (see, for
example, Calhoun, 1992; Cohen and Arato, 1992; Bohman and Rehg,
1997; Pettit, 1997; Elster, 1998 and Young, 2000). For an in-depth
discussion of the issue of citizenship and political inclusion from a systems
theoretical point of view, see Stichweh (1998) and Halfmann (1998); for a
critical assessment, see Mackert (1998).

12 In what follows, I rely on Nassehi (1999: 157–70). 
13 Similar ‘missing links’ like property and religion are investigated by Bohn

and Hahn (2002).
14 For an elaboration of the theorem of strong negative integration of

exclusions, see Göbel and Schmidt (1998).
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15 This can be elucidated as follows: the basic condition for inclusion within
the economic function system is the ability to pay, and thus that one
possesses money. In principle, this should be clear, no one is excluded by
this requirement: everybody can make payments. But it is equally evident
that whether person x or y does indeed possess money, is dependent on his
or her inclusion within an organization (e.g. a business company, an
educational institute, the National Health Service, a trade union, etc.) that
enables him or her to obtain a living.

16 For the sake of clarity: a huge capacity of inclusion increases the complex-
ity of the system, and thus the need for reducing this complexity – a need
that is satisfied precisely by establishing organizations (i.e. social systems
that primarily exclude).

17 In this respect, reference could be made, as has been by some, to the kindred
problem of homo sacer in Agamben (1998); see, for example, Elmer (2002).

18 For then the question that rises is where to situate the excluded? Outside
society, i.e. outside all communications? This is hardly thinkable. See in
this respect Nassehi and Nollmann (1997: 397) and Göbel and Schmidt
(1998: 97).

19 For a case study on this subject-matter, see Zieman (1998) on criminal law.
20 For similar and other remarks concerning inclusion/exclusion as primary

differentiation in modern society, see Stichweh (1997: 132) and Rasch
(1997: 267).

21 Kai-Uwe Hellman (Luhmann, 1996: 9) is even more critical. He states that
Luhmann has paid too little attention to, or even has omitted important
domains of, social reality. One of these being the sociology of ordinary life,
and again: social criticism, especially protest movements. 

22 For comparable attempts at improving and elaborating Luhmann’s inclusion/
exclusion theory, see Göbel and Schmidt (1998: 102–17).
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